Online Reading & Learning Links

Title

Description

Tillamook County
Library Resources

Hoopla Ebooks, Overdrive. If you have a current Tillamook County Library
Card, there are a vast number of reading resources for students.

Newsela.com

Current event articles delivered at a student’s independent reading level.

12-Story Library, an
imprint of Bookstaves

12-Story Library has opened up access to our full library of ebooks, each of
which are paired with a unique resource web page with content updates, live
news feeds, videos, image galleries, and lesson plans

Amicus

Promoting the wonder, diversity, and the challenges of the modern
world, Amicus books for grades preK to 6 beg to be read—for learning,
for pleasure, for raising the next generation of readers and thinkers.

Black Rabbit Books

Black Rabbit Books is opening up its eBook Library to anyone who
needs it now through May 31.

Learning A-Z /
Raz-Kids
Reading

K - 2nd Raz-Kids is an award-winning digital library of leveled eBooks and
eQuizzes that students use to practice reading in school, at home, or on the go.

ReadAskChat

Early Childhood ReadAskChat is a highly curated, beautifully illustrated digital
library for children six months to four years.

Snapplify

Snapplify offers a library of 50 000+ free e-books.

TIME for Kids

TIME for Kids digital library free for the rest of the school year.

Vooks

Vooks is a streaming library of storybooks, brought to life, to help encourage the
love of reading.

Audible Stories

Starting today, kids everywhere can instantly stream an incredible
collection of stories, including titles across six different languages, that
will help them continue dreaming, learning, and just being kids.

Dav Pilkey

Dav Pilkey at Home. The creator of Dog Man is posting weekly “How to”
videos, for kids, activities,etc.

Lunch Doodles with Join author Mo Willems of Elephant and Piggy fame as he answers questions
author Mo Willems and draws pictures in his famed style.

